Uniform Policy

Boys – Kindergarten to Year 6

Summer

- **Shirt**: Red/grey checked short sleeve shirt with logo stitched on pocket.
- **Shorts**: School grey shorts with side tabs or (Infants) elastic back – NOT corduroy or designer label.
- **Jacket**: Black and red unisex College jacket and/or red wool blend jumper with embroidered logo.
- **Hat**: GPCC Hat: Choice of Dress hat, Bucket hat, Sports cap
- **Tie**: Plain red tie for formal occasions (Year 3-6)
- **Socks**: Short grey socks with red and white stripes.
- **Shoes**: Black low profile polishable leather shoes, fully enclosed and protecting the foot.
- **Hair**: Shoulder length hair must be fully tied back. Student’s hair must be of a neat and tidy appearance and should not draw attention to themselves in colour, cut or style.
- **Bag**: Black school bag with logo – compulsory.

Winter

- **Shirt**: Red/grey checked short sleeve shirt with logo stitched on pocket.
- **Pants**: Long pants – school grey – NOT corduroy.
- **Jacket**: Black and red unisex College jacket and/or red wool blend jumper with embroidered logo.
- **Hat**: GPCC Hat: Choice of Dress hat, Bucket hat, Sports cap
- **Tie**: Plain red tie for formal occasions (Years 3-6)
- **Socks**: Short grey socks with red and white stripes.
- **Shoes**: Black low profile polishable leather shoes, fully enclosed and protecting the foot.
- **Hair**: Shoulder length hair must be fully tied back. Student’s hair must be of a neat and tidy appearance and should not draw attention to themselves in colour, cut or style.
- **Bag**: Black school bag with logo – compulsory.

Sport

- **Shorts**: Unisex black cotton backed mesh shorts with red logo.
- **Shirt**: Red cotton-backed polo shirt with white panels and school logo.
- **Socks**: White sport socks – no stripes.
- **Hat**: GPCC Hat: Choice of Sports cap, Bucket hat
- **Shoes**: Predominantly white or muted in colour (not fluoro or black, not Volley’s or skate shoes).
- **Track Pants**: Black microfibre track pants (winter) with red logo.
- **Jacket**: Black and red unisex College jacket.

No jewellery to be worn except for a watch (no earrings are to be worn).
Girls Kindergarten to Year 6

**Summer**

**Dress**  
Grey checked dropped waist dress with white collar and red tab.

**Briefs**  
Black briefs/scungies.

**Jacket**  
Black and red unisex College jacket and/or red wool blend jumper with embroidered logo.

**Hat**  
GPCC Hat: Choice of Dress hat, Bucket hat, Sports cap

**Socks**  
Short white anklet socks to be worn above the ankle (not tennis socks worn below the ankle).

**Shoes**  
Black low profile polishable leather shoes, fully enclosed and protecting the foot.

**Bag**  
Black school bag with logo – compulsory.

**Hair**  
Shoulder length hair must be fully tied back. Hair accessories should be simple such as hair elastics, bobby pins or ribbons and should be red, black or white in colour. Student’s hair must be of a neat and tidy appearance and should not draw attention to themselves in colour, cut or style.

**Winter**

**Dress**  
Red and grey checked pinafore.

**Blouse**  
White long sleeve blouse with Peter Pan collar.

**Tab**  
Red tab.

**Jacket**  
Black and red unisex College jacket and/or red wool blend jumper with embroidered logo.

**Hat**  
GPCC Hat: Choice of Dress hat, Bucket hat, Sports cap

**Socks**  
Short white anklet socks to be worn above the ankle (not tennis socks worn below the ankle) or black opaque stockings (70+ Denier).

**Shoes**  
Black low profile polishable leather shoes, fully enclosed and protecting the foot.

**Bag**  
Black school bag with logo – compulsory

**Hair**  
Shoulder length hair must be fully tied back. Hair accessories should be simple such as hair elastics, bobby pins or ribbons and should be red, black or white in colour. Student’s hair must be of a neat and tidy appearance and should not draw attention to themselves in colour, cut or style.

**Sport**

**Shorts**  
Unisex black cotton back mesh shorts with red logo.

**Shirt**  
Red cotton-backed polo shirt with white panels and school logo

**Socks**  
White sport socks – no stripes.

**Hat**  
GPCC Hat: Choice of Bucket hat, Sports cap

**Shoes**  
Predominantly white or muted in colour (not fluoro or black, not Volley’s or skate shoes).

**Track Pants**  
Black microfibre track pants (winter) with red logo.

**Jacket**  
Black and red unisex College jacket.

No jewellery to be worn except one pair of either gold or silver studs or sleepers in the ear lobe, and a watch.